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INTRODUCTION

Over the past I°years considerable progress has been made in studying
various questions concerning rational approximation on unbounded sets.
To a large extent the starting point of this effort was the paper of Cody,
Meinardus and Varga [6] and this has led to investigations of best approxima
tion properties in various settings (1-4, 8-9] and studies of the error of best
approximation [10-12].

In this paper we wish to study the best approximation properties of strong
uniqueness and continuity of the best approximation operator for reciprocal
polynomial approximation on [0, (0) of continuous positive functions
tending to °as x -+ 00. Thus, we define

and

Co [0, 00) = {IE C[O, oo):/(x) > 0, x E [0,00) and lim/(x)
x -"x

O}. (I)

Rn = {1!p:pEJIn ,p(x) > 0, X E [0, oo)}, 11 I, (2)

where JIn denotes the class of all algebraic real polynomials of degree :S; n.
Furthermore, define :JII = sup{lf(x)l: x E [0, oo)} in what follows. In this
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setting, it is known that best approximations exist and are unique [3. 4] and
that the following characterization theorem holds:

THEOREM I [4]. Let fE C;j[O, co), f~ R" with n
best approximation to f from R n on [0, (0) ifl

(i) (standard alternation) there exist {x;};'c~OI,

x n+1' such that I(x;) IIp*(xi) f Ip*

I. Then I iP is the

o .r"
0, .... 1/

or

f(x,)
I

[J *( Xi)
I

"* .·······1·P (x, I)'
0.",. II:

(ii) (nonstandard alternation) ip* n 1 and there exist lx i:, II'

0:'( Xo < Xl < ... < X n such thatf(xi) -- IIp*(xi) _.c ( -I)" I fliP'

In both cases the points {Xi} are called extreme points. A Iso. we wish to
note that for n I, p* cannot be a constant. Indeed, since/ex) 0 for all
x E [0, co) and lim,,><cJ(x) 0, then in order for the reciprocal of a constant.
I/c*, to be a best approximation to j; we must have that c' 2' A1. where
M = maxJ,)of(x). Since f(x) -~ °as x --~ CD we can find XII 0 such that
f(x) < M for x Xo ' It is then easily seen that for p*(x) E(X XII) "

with E > °and sufficiently small that ilf -- lip' f 1 by a straight-
forward continuity-compactness argument.

In addition, it has been shown in [3] that if IIp* ERn is the best approxima
tion to fE COi'[O, co) from R n with cp* n then both strong uniqueness
(i.e., Ilf - lip il - Ilf - IIp*:1 y ill/p" I (p* Ii, y y(f) ~"" 0, for all lip ERn)

and Lipschitz continuity of the best approximation operator at f (i.e.,

II IIp* - I/pg Ii ::;:- f3 Ilf - gil, 13 (3(f) > 0, g E Co [0, (0) and l/p" the best
approximation to g from Rn ) hold. Furthermore, it was shown in [3] that for
each f whose corresponding best approximation from R", lip*. satisfies
ip* .~ Il _.. 2 the strong uniqueness theorem cannot hold. In this present
paper we shall prove that iff E Cri'[O, (0) has I (p* E R n as its best approxima·
tion then (i) if ip"' Il - 2 (i.e., I (p* is deficient of order 2 or more) then
the best approximation operator is discontinuous atfand (ii) if (P' II

then the best approximation operator is continuous atf It remains open as
to whether or not a strong uniqueness theorem holds in the case that I p
n-1.

MAIN RESULTS

In this section we state and prove our main results. The first result estab
lishing the discontinuity of the best approximation operator is given in two
parts. The first theorem will treat this problem for the case that either Jlp' is
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k :? 13.

deficient of order 3 or more, or l/p* is deficient of order 2 and f - l/p*
possesses a standard alternating sequence. In this case we can prove even
stronger results concerning the discontinuous behavior of the best approxima
tion operator. The second theorem will treat the discontinuity of the best
approximation operator when I/p* is deficient of order 2 with only non
standard alternation holding for f - l/p*. Our final result will be to prove
that the best approximation operator is continuous whenever I /p* is deficient
of order I.

THEOREM 2. LetfE enO, oo),frje Rn and I/p* E R" be the best approxima
tion to ffrom R" . Further, assume that cp* ,C::; n - 2 and that if cp* = n - 2
then f - l/p* possesses a standard alternating set. Then, given E > °there
exists 8 > 0, {I/Pk}~d C Rn and {g,J;;'"l C e;[O, (0) such that each g/c has
I jPk as its best approximation from R n , g k converges uniformly to f on [0, (0)
and 8:S; Illjp* - l/Pk Ii :S; Efor aU k.

Remark. This theorem establishes that not only is the best approximation
operator discontinuous atfbut, in fact, that it is also not possible for a local
(relative to l/p*) strong uniqueness result to hold.

Proof Set E == :If - Ijp* II> °and assume without loss of generality
that E :S; E/4. Set 8 = E/8. Since we are assuming throughout this paper that
n I, we have that p*(x) is not identically equal to a constant which implies
that lim:t~"'p*(x) = 00. Select 13 > °such that f(x) E and p*(x) > 4jE
for all x :? 13. Set e" = (E!4 :. 2/p*(k))-1 and note that for k > 13, p*(k) e".
Define Pic E JIn by

( 0) , (. *( 0) ) [(' x I)~' e" ]p",\ = ej, T p .\ .- e" T -.- p*(k) - 1::" '

Since for all x :? 13, p*(x) > e" , we have that

implying that p,,(x) ('" 4j3E for x 13.
Next, observe that e/c --+ 4/E as k+ 00 and (xjk - 1)2 converges uniformly

to I on [0, PJ as k --+ 00. Thus, Ih converges uniformly to p* on [0, 13] as
k -~ 00. Now. let

'l) c.= min ( min I(x), min ~(I) , E)
xqo,~] XE[O,~] P X ,

and select p. :? 13 such that for k ? p., maxXE[O.~] I Ijp,b) - l/p*(x)1 ::;: 'l}/2.
This implies that ljp,,(x) > Ijp*(x) - 'l}j2 :? 'l}/2 > °for all x E [0, 13] and
k p.. Hence Ijp" ERn for k p. as PIC(X) °for all x E [0, (0).
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Now, since h(k) = 2e" we have that Ilpk(k) - IIp*(k) = E/8 8. Thus,
II l/h - 1/17* II ~ 8 for all k ~ fL. Also, for k ~ fL we have that i I/Pk(x) ~

I 117 *(x) I ~ YJI2 < E for x E [0, (:5]. In addition, for x;:, 13 we have that
IIp*(x) < E/4 and Ilpk(x) ~ 3E/4 for k ~ fL. Hence 111/17" ~ 1/17* II ~ E as
claimed.

Finally, define glc , for k ?:" fL, by

f(x)

c f(x),

I I
-p~(x) --- p-*(~y'

X E' [0, j3]

I
k

= linear with endpoint values f(j3) + Pk~j3) - p*~j3)

andf(j3 ~), XE(j3,j3 -}).

Clearly, glc E' qo, 00), k ~ fL and since f(x) l/pk(X) - l/p*(x) )c l(x) --
YJ/2 :> °for x E' [0, j3] we have that g" E' CQi[O, 00) for k fL. Since 1(13) I
1/17,,(13) -- Ijp*(j3) < 1(13) I YJI2 ~ f(j3) E/2 f(j3) + £/8 ~E and

1(13 + Ilk) ~ £/4 we have that glc(X) ~E for x E' [13, 13 + Ilk] implying
glc(X) ~ 3£/8 for x ~ 13. Also, 11 I!p" -- 1/17* < E £/4 implies that
I/Pk(x) < I/p*(x) -'- £/4 ~ £/2 for x 13. From this it follows that
i gk(X) - I/pk(x)i ~~E for x (3. In addition, for .'( E' [0, 13] we have that
g,,(x) - ljPk(x) c=l(x) - IIp*(x) and this implies that g - llPk exhibits
the same alternating behavior as! ~ 1/17* on [0, 00). Thus, iff - 1/17* has a
standard alternating set so does gk - I/plc implying that 1/17" is the best
approximation to gl,: from R n on [0, 00). Iff - 1/17* possesses only a non
standard alternating set then so does gk -- I(17k' Since in this case we must
have that CPk ~ n ~ 3, we must have that ('h :e; n - I implying once again
that I/plc is the best approximation to g" from R n on [0, 00). Since it is clear
that gk converges uniformly to f on [0, 00), the proof is completed by relabel
ing the sequences {I/pk};~.~ and {g,Jr:'" as {1jp,,}r~l and {glc};~~I' respec
tively. I

For the case that (17* cc n - 2 and f- 1(17* has only a nonstandard
alternating sequence we have the slightly weaker theorem:

THEOREM 3. Let f E' Co[O, 00), f ¢ Rn and, I /p* E Rn be its best approxi
mation from R n . Further, assume that 217* n - 2 and! -- I jp* possesses
only a nonstandard alternating set. Then there exists {I !lh};~l C Rn and
{gk}kd C Cd [0, 00) such that for each k, l/pk is the best approximation to g"
from R n on [0, 00), gk converges uniformly to f on [0, 00) and I!17k - 1/17*:1
tE, where E = 'If - 1/17* I! :> 0.
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Proof Select (3 :> ° such that p*(x) ? 81E, f(x) ~ EI8 and p*(x) IS

monotone increasing for x ? (3. For k ~" (3, define

pix,t) t+(p*(x)-t)[(; -If + p*(k;-t]'

° ~, X? 0.

Note that hex, t) is continuous on [0, 00) X [0, liE]. Define h(t) =

min{Ple(x, t): x E [(3, 2k]) and observe that h is a continuous function of t,°~ t ~ liE. In addition, h(O) = min{p*(x)(xlk - 1)2: XE [(3, 2k]) = °as
k ? (3 and that h(lIE) = min{lIE + (p*(x) - IIE)[(xlk - 1)2 +
I/(Ep*(k) - I)]: x E [(3, 2kJ) > liE as p*(x) > liE on [(3,2k]. Select
Ck E (0, liE) so that h(cle) = liE. Thus, hex, c,J ? liE for x E [(3, 2k].
Select c'c E (0, IIE) so that h(ck) = liE. Thus,Ple(x, ele ) ? liE> °for x E [(3, 2k].
Observe that heX, c,J converges uniformly to p*(x) on [0, (3] as k ---+ 00 since°< Ck ::;: liE, c,j( p*(k) - c,J ---+ ° and (xlk - 1)2 converges uniformly
to I on [0, f3] as k ---+ 00.

Next. let

1) = min ( min lex), min +()' E
4

) > 0.
XE[O.flJ XE[O.fJ] P x

Select fL ? (3 such that k ? fL implies that v'k ? (3, k > I, max{1 IIp,lx, cle) 
IIp*(x)l: x E [0, (3]) ~ 1)12. Thus, for k ? fL, I/h(X, CIJ ?c: 1)12 > 0, for all
x E [0, (3]. This implies that for k ? fL, I/h(x, Cle) is positive and converges
uniformly to IIp*(x) on [0, (3]. In addition, for k ? fL and x E [(3, v'k] we
have hex, Cle) ? Cle + (p*(x) - clc.)[(l/vk - 1)2] ?c: Ck + Mp*(x) -- CIc) ?
}p*(x) ? 4IEasp*(x) ? 81Efor X? (3. Since max{llpk(x, CIc): x E [(3, 2kJ) =

E we have that if tle E [(3, 2k] is such that I/h(tle , CIJ c== E then tic> v'k for
k fL.

Next, note that for x ? k ? fL, Pllx, CIJ is a monotone increasing function
of x and that h(2k, Cle) = Ck + (p*(2k) - Ck)(1 cd( p*(2k) - Cle)) ?
p*(2k) 81E. Thus, Ilple(x, CIJ ~ EI8 for x 2k. Summarizing, we have
shown that IIp,cCx, Cle) ~ EI4 for x E [0, v'k], IIp,cCx, CIJ EI8 for x ;::: 2k
and Ijplc(x, CIJ ~ E for XE [vk, 2k] with tkE [v'k, 2k] a point at which
the value E is attained.

Next, define ale by E - ale max{(I/p"{x, CIJ - f(x»): X E [(3, 2k]). Since
I(x) £/8 for x? (3 and l/h(tlc, Ck) .~ £ we have that £ - ale? E-
f(tk) "kE implying that EI8 ? f(tle)ak. Let Yk E [(3, 2k] be such that
I jp,.{ Yle , clJ - f( Yk) = E - ale for each k ? fL. Since Ilple(x, Clc) ~ Ej8 for
x E [(3, vk] we have that Ylc E [vk, 2k]. Also, since f(t le) ---+ °as k ---+ 00

(as tle -+ 00) it follows that ale ---+ °as k -')- 00. Noting that f(x) ~ £/8 for
x E [(3, 00) and that I/ple(x, e,J ~ EI8 for x ? 2k we have that II(x) 
ljp,.{x, CIJI ~ E - (lIe for x E [(3,00) and k? fL. Also, since Ijplc(tk, CI..) = E
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and l/p*(tk ) "£i8 we have that lipk -- lip* ! ? [ l;pit", Ck) - Ijp*(t",) I
7£/8.

Now define gk by (for k fk)

Xc [0, (3],
I

[lk(X, CI.·) , £

lex)

£

I
- -------.-----

pt/x, Ck)

I
r*T\) , x ( [0, (3], Il(X) p*h-y I

f(x) I
p*(x)

£

Llk
I

p~(.~:el) , X E [0, (3], ((x) - -~---- < £
. p*(x)-

= lex), x ? (3 " +
. [Q Q I] .h .

= Imear on 1-" I-' T Wit endpoint values

f«(3)
I

1)~«(3'-~'k)

Observe that gl,'(x) ° for all x . 0. Indeed. for x (, [0. jJ] with
! f(x) I jp*(x)[ £-lk we have that g" f(x) I/p".(x. cd
Ijp*(x) f(x) ~ 1)j2 Y)f2 0. For x E [0, (3] with f(x) -- I/[I'(x)
£ - elk, gix)~- £-'1; I/p,.(x, c,,) ~£ I/PI,'(X, el;') °and for
x E [0, (3] withf(x) -- IIp*(x) £ YI. , gk(X)-E i y ; I fp,..(X, CI.·)

-£Xk I/[I*(x) f l/p,..(x. cd I;p*(x) f(x) 1)/2 1)/2 O.
Sincef«(3) I /Pk«(3, CI,) -- l/p'"(;3) f(;3)- Y)j2 1)/2 °andf(;3 i I jk)°we have that gk(X) 0 on [;3,;3 I/k] and finally gl. is positive on
LB ! I/k, co) as f is. To see that gk(X) is continuous on [0, co) one must
only check on [0, ;3] as for x FJ it is clearly continuous. However.
on [0, (3], gk(X) is simply the truncation of f(x) -- I ;[I*(x) to the range
[- £ !- e'l, , £ ·'d plus the continuous function lIpk(x, CI,') showing that
gk E Co i[O, CIJ).

Next let us consider gl.(x) l/pJ.lx, cIJ. Note that by construction
g;/x) -- 1/[lI,,(x, ('I,} I:' 'I. for x E [0, fJ] and that. if {x with X o

Xl <: '(n is a nonstandard alternating set for f I/p* then we must
have that x" < ;3 and

Next, on [(3,13 Ilk] we have that f((3) E/8. f(;3 Ijk) L;8 and
I IlplcCf3, ('I,) -- I jp*(f3)i Ej8 so that gk(f3) Ej4 and g,.(B + I/k) £/8.
Thus, gl,'(x) £/4 on [/3,;3 I/k]. Also, recall that lip,.(X, ('1..) E/4 on
[0, v'k] so that I gtix) - IJPI,(X, c,.)1 £/4 on [(5, /3 Ilk]. Finally, we
noted earlier that If(x) IIp,,(x. c,,)1 E -Y/. on [13, :x;) so that. gl.(.\)
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Illh(X, elye E ~ ex" on [0, (0). Since there exists .r" E h/k, 2k] at which
f( y/;) ~ IIPk( h , ek) = -(E - ex,,) we have that g" - lip" possesses a
standard alternating set at the points X o < Xl < ... < X n < h and thus
I /Pk is the best approximation to g" from R n on [0, (0). Finally, it is a straight
forward argument to prove that g" converges uniformly to f Thus, once
again reindexing the sequence {Ilp,J~~i-' gives the desired result. I

Next, we wish to show that iffE ct[O, (0) has IIp* as its best approxima
tion from Rn with Dp* = n - I then the best approximation operator is
continuous. This we do in the following theorem.

THEOREM 4. Let fE ct[O, (0) "-' Rn and let IIp* be its best approxima
tion from Rn on [0, (0) with ip*=c II -- 1. Then, the best approximation
operator is continuous at f

Proof Let {g"}k~l C ct[O, (0) with g" ---+/uniformly on [0, (0). Further,
let Up/: E R" be the best approximation to gk on [0, (0) for each k. Then, we
must prove that II I/Pk - IIp* ---+ ° as k ->- 00. Let us first note that

fi/, I 'PI. II gl' ~ IIp* Ii implying that lim"~n sup I' gl, - I/Pk
lim l, , sup fi" - IIp* II =c= Ilf - IIp* E. Also, E ii/-- IIp*
/ liP/; . 11/- g,,·11 + II glc - I/pk!i implying that E = ]im,,~x

inf(E J- gk II) c;'; lim,.c>JC infl: gk ~ lip" il. Combining these results gives
that Jim!;" g" - l/pk !i= £. In addition, since £ U - lip" .."
! / gle gl. ~ I/pk il we also have that limk->oo II f - IIPk == E.

Next. fix y E [0, (0) such that f( y) max{f(x): x E [0, oo)}. Then since
a constant cannot be a best approximation to ffrom Rn on [0, (0) we must
have that 2£ <f( y). Select 0 > °such that for x E I c •• [y - 0, y -- 0] n
[0, u» we must have I(x) 4(2E . i· I( y)) > 2£. Choose j3 such that k j3
implies that J ~ I (pI. JE. Then for k ? j3 and x E I, we have that

3o <':: m = 2£ -:2 £

M.f(x) ~£
2

I(x) - ~ E < ~l_
2 p,,(x)

!f!!+~£
L

In addition, observe that the inequality l/p,lx) < M kolds for all x E [0, (0)
and k (J. Let {p.} be a subsequence of {PI.} Then, since 11M < Pv(x) < 11m
for all x E I, there exists a subsequence {p,,} of {p.} such that p" converges
uniformly to some ]5 E JIn on 1. This implies that the coefficients of p" con
verge to t he coefficients of]5 which in turn implies that for each x E [0, (0),
p,,(x) -~ ]5(x). Thus, we must have 11M < ]5(x) < 11m on I and 11M <]5(x)
on [0, (0). This last inequality shows that lip ERn. Furthermore, for x E

[0, (0) fixed, I f(x) - 11]5(x) I = lim".. X' I f(x) -llp,,(x): lim".x /
lip,,' £. Thus, IiI - IIp!i < E implying that p ecce p* by the uniqueness of
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best approximations from Rn- Since this is true for any subsequence {Pv: of
{p,J we must have that this is also true for the full sequence {Pk}. That is, that
Pk converges uniformly to p* on I and pointwise on [0, 00). To complete this
argument we must prove that llPic converges uniformly to I!p* on [0,00).
From the above discussion we have that I!pk converges pointwise to IIp* on
[0, (0) and, in fact, on any fixed closed interval [0, 0:], 0: 0, I!p" converges
uniformly to ljp* (due to the coefficient convergence).

1n order to establish this final fact, we must examine the coeflicient conver
gence in more detail. Thus, let p*(x) a;_lx,,-l ... i aJ with a'~_l °
(here we are using our hypothesis that ip* ~.. 11 - I and lip' fcc R II) and let
Pk(X).·~ an"xn - ao", where we know that the leading nonzero coeffi
cient of17k must be positive. In addition, we have that a/ -+ at as k-~ X) for
.i = 0, I, ... , 11, where a~ = 0. Thus, there exists y f3 such that k (
implies that a;"_l a;_1/2 ° and a/ at I I for j 0,00" 11 2.
Thus, given E > ° there exists 8 ° such that p(x) (a~_li2) X"- 1

(a;_2 - I) X"-2 ... '- (ari -- I) 2j E. Since Pk(X) p(x) for k y and
p*(x) p(x) for all x 8 we have that

E

2
E

2
E

for k y and x 8. On [0, 8] we have that I (17k converges uniformly to
to ljp*. Thus, we may select J( y such that k J( implies l!Pk(X)
I jp *(x) I < dor all x E [0, 8]. Hence, for k Kwe havethatlllp,,- I/p~

E implying the desired result. I

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Observe that the question of whether or not a strong uniqueness result
holds for the case thatfE Co"[O, 00) with its best approximation I/p'" from
R n satisfying Dp':- 11 - I remains open. Likewise, the question of Lipschitz
continuity of the best approximation operator remains open in this case.

A second item of interest is that in ordinary rational approximation on a
finite interval, nonstandard (i.e., fewer) alternation due to deger.eracy of the
best approximation may be unimportant as the set of fwith degenerate best
approximations is nowhere dense [5, 7]. If the corresponding result that
{f: the best approximation Ijp* E R n has {p* < 11} was nowhere dense then
we could expect to be able to usually employ the simpler theory of [8] for
this problem. However, the continuity result for degree 11 - I implies that
every f with nonstandard alternation and best approximation I /p* E R n

with Dp* = 11 - 1 has all g sufficiently close with nonstandard alternation
and best approximations of degree 11 - I. In this regard, an interesting
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question is to characterize those f for which nonstandard alternation will
occur. Some initial results in this direction have been obtained by the second
author and D. Leeming.

NOlI' addal ill proof D. Schmidt has proved that strong uniqueness holds when
(1" II I.
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